
Swiss Diamond Technology

KGS RENOVATOR™ GREEN          System

Your floor, Our challenge!

REBORN FLOORS

KGS DIAMOND brings into cleaning solutions a
revolutionary concept in floor maintenance. When
cleaning is just not enough, you can now restore!

Bring a worn floor back to life, remove light scratching
from daily usage or recover your floor’s lost gloss.

The KGS RENOVATOR™ GREEN system is a simple, 
user-friendly and multifunctional program designed to be 
used without the need of any special equipment or chemicals.

User-Friendly

KGS RENOVATOR™ GREEN can be used on large areas, on 
any scrubber drier with a pad drive plate or under single
head machines for small areas. Its unique design allows the 
discs to work on uneven floors and its reinforced long hook 
keeps the discs in place throughout the whole of the process. 
Just fix them on the pad, fill up the tank with water and you 
are ready to go, no chemicals required!

System Versatility

The system is versatile and adaptable for different floors, 
conditions and finishes. Depending on the situation, grits 
can be skipped or added for perfect results. 
KGS RENOVATOR™ GREEN can be used on most kinds of soft 
stones like terrazzo, concrete, marble and travertine.
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KGS RENOVATOR™ GREEN        System

Before After

KGS RENOVATOR™
Orange

KGS RENOVATOR™
Black & Blue

KGS RENOVATOR™
Red

KGS RENOVATOR™
White

FLEXIS® Pads
Blue, Yellow & Green

- Light scratch removal
- Floor stripping

- Surface leveling
- Starting to close the floor
  for gloss preparation

- Regular polish
- Gloss preparation

- For a shiny finish on terrazzo
- For a satin finish on marble

- Extra high gloss
- Daily maintenance

Make 4 to 5 passes for each step at 
regular speed across the floor using 
water and no vacuum.

Vacuum after the last pass for a clean 
surface on each step before proceeding.

Produces a regular gloss level and 
perfect finish, proceed for a very high
gloss level.

Resume your normal maintenance 
and cleaning work with the FLEXIS® 
pads. Different configurations can 
be made depending on the desired 
finish.

Concrete Terrazzo with the KGS RENOVATOR™ GREEN system (5 RENOVATORTM + 3 FLEXIS® steps),
average gloss level of 92% and a safe slip test result of 132.

2014.00280
FLEXIS® Blue Pad
Medium - Grit 800 
17”/ 440mm

2014.00281
FLEXIS® Yellow Pad
Fine - Grit 1500 
17”/ 440mm

2014.00282
FLEXIS® Green Pad
Very Fine - Grit 3000 
17”/ 440mm

4026.00033
KGS RENOVATOR™ Orange
Extra Coarse - Grit 80 - ø100mm

4026.00034
KGS RENOVATOR™ Black
Coarse - Grit 120 - ø100mm

4026.00035
KGS RENOVATOR™ Blue
Medium - Grit 220 - ø100mm

4026.00036
KGS RENOVATOR™ Red
Fine - Grit 400 - ø100mm

4026.00037
KGS RENOVATOR™ White
Very Fine - Grit 800 - ø100mm

   FLEXIS® Pads are available from 6"/150mm to 32”/800mm 
   and for oscillating machines as FLEXIS® HD. 
   Other sizes on request. Please contact our commercial 
   department for your configuration.

* FERRZON+ :based on microscopic crystals designed and produced   
   specifically for cleaning and polishing, this technology delivers  
   high performance results!

Coarse Grits
- Floor Strip
- Paint / Coating removal

FLEXIS® Cleaning & Polishing PADSKGS RENOVATOR™ 

KGS RENOVATOR™ GREEN System 

GREEN

The full system also includes:
2 metal bonded diamond discs for 
surface preparation in case of lippage 
(i.e. scratches deeper, floor density higher). 
This extra set is used prior to the regular 
system with the same procedure. 

KGS RENOVATOR™ GREEN is also available for square 
oscillating machines as KGS RENOVATOR™ EDGE.


